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Each necklace sold donates  

three meals to someone 

who needs it!



•Necklaces are  

16’–18” adjustable,  

hypoallergenic and 

tarnish resistant.

•Cards are 4x6” 

and wrapped in a 

plastic sleeve.

Each necklace sold donates  

three meals to someone 

who needs it!

•Delicate gold and silver brass  

chains with genuine gemstone

Display case 

 DISPLAY   $29
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Inspirational

Carded

Necklaces



life is a series
of thousands of
tiny miracles.

notice them.

you’ve always had the
power, my dear, you 
just had to learn it for

yourself.
                        -the wizard of oz

16 best seller pack     RO16PACK    $239
($14.93 each: you receive 1 of each design on pages 3-5)

24 best seller pack     RO24PACK    $329
($13.70 each: you receive 1.5 of each design on pages 3-5)

32 best seller pack     RO32PACK    $399
($12.46 each: you receive 2 of each design on pages 3-5)

A06
you’ve always had the power, my dear, you 

just had to learn it for yourself.

A70
life is a series of tiny miracles. 

notice them.

BEST SELLER SINGLE GEM PREPACK
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Be messy and 
complicated and 
afraid and 
show up anyways.
-Glennon Doyle Melton

do the best you can 
until you know better. 
then when you know 
better, do better.
                     
                            -maya angelou

show up in every
moment like
you were 
meant to be 
there.

you don’t have a right
to the cards you believe

you should have been dealt.
you have an obligation
to play the hell out of

the ones you’re holding
                         

      -cheryl strayed        

A47
be messy 

and  

complicated 

and afraid 

and show  

up anyways

A17
show  

up in  

every  

moment 

like you 

were 

meant  

to be 

there.

A71
you don’t 

have a 

right

to the 

cards you 

believe

you should 

have been 

dealt...

A20
do the 

best you 

can until 

you know 

better. 

then when 

you know 

better, 

do better

i think
you

are magic

keep your heart open,
and the answer

will come

A11
i think 

you are 

magic

A14
keep  

your 

heart 

open,  

and the 

answer 

will  

come

you get to write
the rest of the

story

you got this.

A48
you get 

to write 

the rest 

of the 

story

A45
you got 

this

the only
way out

is through

A13
the  

only way 

out is 

through

Actual size of card is 4x6”

See the website for other  
available sayings and designs

*all pendants and semi-precious 
gemstones come assorted
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Decide what kind of
life you really want.

Then say no to 
everything that isn’t

that

courage 
is 

contagious

first of all
you are

really pretty

A05
courage 

is  

contagious

A10
first  
of all 

you are 

really 

pretty

no one is you 
and that is your power

A54
Decide 

what kind 

of life 

you really 

want. Then 

say no to 

everything 

that isn’t

that

A33
no one  

is you 

and that 

is your 

power

we are
what we believe

we are
    -c.s. lewis

A38
we are 

what we 

believe 

we are
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A49 believe in your future self

A05 courage is contagious

A08 can’t stop won’t stop

A51 the genius thing we did was, we didn’t give up

A21 free

A12 just keep showing up

A73 keep going, keep going, keep going, keep going

A39 look how far you’ve already come

A30 remember why you started

A24 sometimes courage is the quiet voice at the end  
  of the day saying, “I will try again tomorrow”

A42 you are your only limit

A45 you got this

A46 you have what it takes

A52 your soul is rooting for you

growth
A43 all in

A74 meet the universe half way

A25 metanoia: the journey of changing one’s mind,  
  heart, self, or way of life

A27 move forward

A13 the only way out is through

A18 there is a voice that doesn’t use words, listen.

A19 we are not what happens to us, we are what  
  we choose to become

A15 wherever you are, just begin

A02 you are entirely up to you

A48 you get to write the rest of the story

cheeky & love
A40 absofuckinglutely

A22 believe in your inner beyonce

A01 everything is figuroutable
A10 first of all, you are really pretty
A11 i think you are magic

A33 no one is you and that is your power

A31 we are made of stardust

A53 you are my favorite

wisdom
A45 be messy and complicated and afraid and show  
  up anyways

A03 be the person you needed when you were young

A44 create the highest, grandest vision possible     

  for your life, because you become what you believe

A04 don’t shrink, don’t puff up, just stand your  
  sacred ground

A20 do the best you can until you know better,   
  then when you know better, do better

A09 everything is a choice 

A14 keep your heart open and the answer will come

A28 let it go

A17 show up in every moment like you were meant  
  to be there

A50 you have to participate relentlessly in the  
  manifestation of your own blessings

A06 you’ve always had the power, my dear. you just  
  had to learn it for yourself

A54 decide what kind of life you really want. then  
  say no to everything that isn’t that.
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BEST SELLER PACK NOW AVAILABLE IN 
GOLD AND SILVER BRASS PENDANTS

16 best seller pack     RO16PACKM    $239
($14.93 each)

24 best seller pack     RO24PACKM    $329
($13.70 each)

32 best seller pack     RO32PACKM    $399
($12.46 each)

Actual size of card is 4x6”

*all pendants come assorted

*Available in the same 16 inspirational quotes  
as the best seller single gem packs (p 3-5)
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you got this

A45M  you got this

no one is you
and that is your
power

A33M no one is you and that is 
your power

i think
you

are magic

A11M I think you are magic

show up in every
moment like
you were

meant to be
there

A17M  show up in every moment
like you were meant to be there

keep your heart open
and the answer
will come

A14M keep you heart open and 
the answer will come

first of all
you are

really pretty

A10M first of all you are  
really pretty
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GEM AND CRYSTAL EARRING PREPACK

12 pack     SERO12    $139
($11.58 each: you receive 1 of each design on pages 8-9)

24 pack     SERO24    $209
($8.71 each: you receive 2 of each design on pages 8-9)

Actual size of card is 2.5”x 2.5”
*all earrings come in assorted packs
*Available only in these 12 inspirational quotes

E11 I think you are magic E13  the only way out  
is through
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E10
first of 
all, you 

are really 

pretty

E47
be messy and 

complicated and 

afraid and show 

up anyways

E05
courage is 

contageous

E14
keep your 

heart open 

and the an-

swers will 

come

E20
do the best you 

can until you 

know better, 

then when you 

know better,  

do better

E06
you’ve  

always had 

the power, 

my dear,

you just 

had to 

learn

it for 

yourself.

E33
no one is 

you and 

that is 

your power

E17
show up  

in every 

moment like 

you were 

meant to  

be there

E45
you got 

this

E48
you get to 

write the 

rest of the 

story

you’ve always had 
the power, my dear,
you just had to learn
it for yourself.

                      -wizard of oz
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i think
you are
magic

Be messy and 
complicated and 
afraid and 
show up 
anyways.
    -Glennon Doyle Melton

courage
is 

contagious

THREE GEM NECKLACE PREPACK

8 best seller pack        TGNRO08    $189
($23.63 each: you receive 1 of each design on pages 10-11)

16 best seller pack       TGNRO16    $349
($21.81 each: you receive 2 of each design on pages 10-11)

24 best seller pack       TGNRO24    $479
($19.96 each: you receive 3 of each design on pages 10-11)

Actual size of card is 5.5” x 4.2”
*Also available in quotes: You got this (T45), No one is you and that is    
 your power (T33), You’ve always had the power my dear...(T06)

T11 I think 
you are magic

T47 be messy and  
complicated and afraid 

and show up anyways

T05 courage is 
contageous
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show up
in every

moment like
you were
meant to
be there

you get 
to write
the rest
of the
story

first of all
you are
really
pretty

do the best you 
can until you 
know better. 
then when you
know better, 
do better.
                     
         -maya angelou

Decide what
kind of life you 

want.

Then say no to
everything that

isn’t that. 

T20
do the  

best you 

can until 

you know 

better, 

then when 

you know 

better,  

do better

T54  
Decide 

what kind 

of life 

you want. 

Then say 

no to  

everything 

that isn’t 

that.

Necklace Display 

VDISPLAY  $24

T10
first of 
all, you 

are really 

pretty

T17
show up  

in every 

moment like 

you were 

meant to  

be there

T48
you get to 

write the 

rest of  

the story
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Let’s start  

a ripple effect  
of love and  

encouragement  

together!



We are proud to bring you this 

line of delicate jewelry and  

inspirational cards. This line 

is an extension of me ... a  

dedication to my daughter and  

to my younger self. I wish I 

could go back in time to hug  

her and tell her everything is 

going to be  ok...and through 

these meaningful pieces, I’m 

aiming to do just that for  

someone else. My hope is that  

by  creating and sharing this 

jewelry line, it will cause a 

ripple effect of love and  

*The most likely recipient of food support is a single mother with multiple 

children. Food insecurity is a problem that affects 1 in 5 families in our 
country. Currently, proceeds go locally (to me here in Portland at the  

Oregon Food Bank). This way every dollar can have more impact on a local 

level. No matter where they are, hungry people are hungry people. Please 

join me in supporting those who are food insecure.

encouragement in the world. May-

be you find a quote that speaks 

to you. Maybe you see something 

your friend needs to hear. Maybe 

you give your friend a gift and 

they feel good ... and are nic-

er to the cashier at the grocery 

store. And just maybe, it keeps 

going. Plus, each purchase helps 

feed a hungry family in need! 

Look good, do good, feel good! 

Olive and I thank you sincerely 

for your support.

Hello! My name is Ruthie and my daughter is Olivia (we call her Olive). 



850 NE 81st Ave Suite 101 | Portland, OR 97213 

t: 503.250.4247 | f: 503.715.0469

ruthie@ruthieandolive.com

www.ruthieandolive.com


